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Memorial Day

PBO:”On Memorial Day, we remember all those who gave
everything for something greater than themselves.”

“It's up to us to not simply reflect on their sacrifice but to
honor it with service of our own—and by living out the
values they fought for.”

MD

CC:”1.1M+ Americans have died in the defense of the Republic. Honor their sacrifice

by rededicating yourself to the cause they gave their lives to advance.

It’s our turn to shepherd the Republic’s march Forward our founding ideals. & to get

there, we must work together.”
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Clapper:

📌”Of course the Russian efforts affected the outcome of the 2016 election.”

📌”To conclude otherwise stretches logic, common sense, and credulity to the

breaking point.”

📌”Less than eighty thousand votes in three key states swung the election.”

MemorialDay4

Clapper con’t:

📌”I have no doubt that more votes than that were influenced by this massive effort

by the Russians.”

📌Deutsche Bank kept writing checks even after Trump defaulted on loans worth

hundreds of millions and sued it.
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Deutsche Bank Is The 'Rosetta Stone' To Unlock Trump Finances

📌Deutsche Bank helped investigators craft the language in the subpoenas in a way

that would make it relatively quick & easy for the bank to comply and hand over those

documents.😳
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“Between 2014 and 2016, states removed almost 16 million voters from the rolls.

That’s almost 4 million more than between 2006 and 2008.”

One of the most influential “dark money” groups you’ve probably never heard of has

officially shut its doors
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Ex-OSU students don't believe GOP Rep. Jim Jordan is vindicated

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7nlKPWUYAAdz7Q.jpg


OSU abuse victims said they're not buying Jim Jordan's claims he did not know what

Dr. Richard Strauss was doing.

San Diego sailor admits contacting Russians, pleads guilty to espionage charges
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EU Parliament Elex:

📌In the end, a promised populist surge turned out to be more of a ripple.

📌After months of boasts, bluster and apocalyptic rhetoric about the end of the old

Europe, the far right made striking gains in some countries but losses in others.
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Xi Seeks Global Tech Cooperation After U.S. Blocks Huawei

Huawei, Alibaba and Tencent among exhibitors at China forum

Huawei reviewing FedEx relationship, says packages 'diverted'

Russia says it is ready to play role in Venezuela crisis talks in Oslo

MemorialDay10

Britain’s two main parties were punished in the European elections, with results

coming in on Monday showing that voters had rejected their handling of Brexit and

turned to parties that were unequivocally pro-Brexit or pro-European Union.
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Populist tide rises but fails to flood EU

Euroskeptics won't be taking over Brussels any time soon.

Austria’s government has fallen. Parliament has passed a no confidence motion

against Sebastian Kurz’s administration
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Sixty-five years ago today, the SCOTUS ruled segregation in public education

unconstitutional in Brown v. Board of Education

Canada's Ontario province to sue opioid makers

Oklahoma is poised to become the first to go to trial against drugmakers.
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NK: Bolton a "war monger" & "defective human product"

Iraq vows to stand w/ Iran amid US-Iran tension
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Iran & Iraq have close ties through trade, culture & religion. But Iraq relies on US to

combat the threat of ISIL.

Russians' Trust In Putin Sinks To New Low

MemorialDay14

Israel lurches toward unprecedented political crisis, Netanyahu faces possible 2nd

election

The prime minister is struggling to form a coalition after what had appeared to be a

clear victory and the parliament may dissolve itself.

MemorialDay15

Chile: Police break up migrant human trafficking ring

381 Chinese citizens were smuggled into Chile illegally by the group in 2016 and

2017.

Trump has traded American values, interests and dignity for the false promise of

Putin’s friendship
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7,500 boots are on display at Fort Bragg to honor US service members killed since

9/11

Backers of embattled Bolsonaro take to streets in Brazil

Louvre casts doubts on authenticity of $450 million Leonardo

‘Salvador Mundi’, allegedly bought for MbS

The Origin of Memorial Day
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Opinion | Forgetting Why We Remember
The surprising origins, and true meaning, of Memorial Day.

https://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/30/opinion/30blight.html

7,500 boots are on display at Fort Bragg to honor US service members killed since

9/11

7,500 boots are on display at Fort Bragg to honor US service members…
The boots — which had the service members' photos and dates of death — were
on display for Fort Bragg's Directorate of Family and Morale, Welfare and
Recreation's annual Run, Honor and Remember 5k on…

https://taskandpurpose.com/7-500-boots-are-on-display-at-fort-bragg-to-honor-us-servi…

President Obama Remembers

Barack Obama
@BarackObama

On Memorial Day, we remember all those who gave everything 
for something greater than themselves. It's up to us to not simply 
reflect on their sacrifice but to honor it with service of our own—
and by living out the values they fought for.

205K 3:26 PM - May 27, 2019

39.4K people are talking about this
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Memorial Day

Counterchekist
@counterchekist

1.1 million+ Americans have died in the defense of the Republic. 
Honor their sacrifice by rededicating yourself to the cause they 
gave their lives to advance.

It’s our turn to shepherd the Republic’s march toward our 
founding ideals. And to get there, we must work together.

2,453 2:40 PM - May 27, 2019

784 people are talking about this

Deutsche Bank loaned a cumulative total of around $2.5B to Trump over the past two

decades, & the bank continued writing him nine-figure checks even after he defaulted

on a $640M obligation & sued the bank, blaming it for his failure to pay back the

debt.

Why Did Deutsche Bank Keep Lending to Donald Trump? — “Trump, I…
The bank kept writing checks even after Trump defaulted on loans worth hundreds
of millions and sued it. Now Congressional investigators are going to court to
uncover the financial records behind the…

https://www.propublica.org/article/trump-inc-podcast-deutsche-bank-donald-trump

📌”Of course the Russian efforts affected the outcome of the 2016 election.”

📌”To conclude otherwise stretches logic, common sense, and credulity to the

breaking point.”

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Former intel chief’s argument that Putin did indeed sway the 
2016 vote

James Clapper memoir: “Facts and Fears: Hard Truths From a 
Life in Intelligence.”

The book begins and ends with a brutal appraisal of Trump & the 
Russian plot to put him in 
power.washingtonpost.com/outlook/former…
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130 people are talking about this

Review | Former intelligence chief’s argument that Putin did in…
James Clapper asserts that Russia’s election interference is a
profound threat to America.
washingtonpost.com

📌Less than eighty thousand votes in three key states swung the election. 

📌I have no doubt that more votes than that were influenced by this massive effort by

the Russians.”

Key points of Clapper’s memoir unrolled version: 

Thread by @karolcummins: "Former intel chief’s argument that Putin …
Thread by @karolcummins: "Former intel chief’s argument that Putin did indeed
sway the 2016 vote James Clapper memoir: “Facts and Fears: Hard Intelligence.”
The book begins and ends with a brutal app…

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1133157258148233216.html

🏵Excellent Thread🏵

RR white hat — Steven Miller smear job.

‘Ragey’ Dirk rocks it again:

Dirk Schwenk
@DirkSchwenk

Who do you trust - Stephen "Cages" Miller" or Rod 
@RJRosenstein - a Ragey Dirk Thread.
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Sixty-five years ago today, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled segregation in public

education unconstitutional in Brown v. Board of Education

Voices of the Civil Rights Movement
@CivRightsVoices

Sixty-five years ago today, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled 
segregation in public education unconstitutional in Brown v. 
Board of Education. And while Linda Brown passed away in 
2018, her legacy of inclusion in education persists for the benefit 
of all: comca.st/2YBRUjF

1,479 1:49 PM - May 17, 2019

945 people are talking about this

🏵Bi-partisanship🏵

Senator Klobuchar and Senator McCain

Margaret Thomas
@thatmags

Replying to @thatmags

And, same subject, Senator Klobuchar and Mrs. McCain working 
together toward common goals in 2014. ncsl.org/research/civil…

4 9:47 PM - May 27, 2019

See Margaret Thomas 's other Tweets

Populist tide rises but fails to flood EU

Euroskeptics won't be taking over Brussels any time soon.

Populist tide rises but fails to flood EU
Euroskeptics won’t be taking over Brussels any time soon.
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https://www.politico.eu/article/populist-tide-rises-but-no-flood-eu-elections-2019/

Louvre casts doubts on authenticity of $450 million 'Leonardo

Louvre casts doubts on authenticity of $450 million 'Leonardo' 
When the Louvre in Paris announced that it had requested a loan of the Salvator
Mundi ahead of its forthcoming Leonardo da Vinci show, it appeared that the
world’s most expensive painting would…

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/05/26/louvre-intervenes-leonardo-da-vinci-row-…

💦💰Money Laundering💰💦

Sara Danner Dukic
@saradannerdukic

As we wait for Trump’s finances to come out of hiding, let’s 
review money laundering and learn how it works. 
twitter.com/i/moments/1004…

659 12:51 PM - May 26, 2019

399 people are talking about this

Money Laundering 4

Casinos

 Sara Danner Dukic @saradann…

Moments

💰💦Narco-a-lago: 💦💰
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Narco-a-lago: 

Suspected Money Laundering at the Trump Ocean Club, 
Panama

Main Thread#TrumpOceanClubPanama
294 10:02 PM - Mar 9, 2019

257 people are talking about this

Consider this data from Myrna Pérez of New York University’s Brennan Center for

Justice: 

“Between 2014 and 2016, states removed almost 16 million voters from the rolls.

That’s almost 4 million more than between 2006 and 2008.”

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/almost-16-million-voters-were-removed-from-…

🏵Must Read Thread🏵

🔼🔽 The corruption runs deep & long. 

blmohr
@blmohr

Replying to @blmohr

18/ He was introduced to the Soviet Union by his close friend 
and mentor, Dr. Armand Hammer, who owned Occidental 
Petroleum Corp In 1989 Hammer and the Soviets agreed to
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Petroleum Corp. In 1989, Hammer and the Soviets agreed to 
build and operate two chemical plants in Ukraine.

44 3:58 PM - Dec 9, 2018

20 people are talking about this

Trump has traded American values, interests and dignity for the false promise of

Putin’s friendship

https://www.miamiherald.com/opinion/op-ed/article230762324.html

Xi Seeks Global Tech Cooperation After U.S. Blocks Huawei

Huawei, Alibaba and Tencent among exhibitors at China forum

Semiconductor stocks see selloff driven by trade tensions

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-26/xi-calls-for-global-

cooperation-on-big-data-it-xinhua-reports

In the end, a promised populist surge turned out to be more of a ripple. After months

of boasts, bluster and apocalyptic rhetoric about the end of the old Europe, the far

right made striking gains in some countries but losses in others.

European elections: far-right 'surge' ends in a ripple
Record number of nationalists elected to parliament face struggle to form coherent
bloc

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/may/27/european-elections-far-right-surge-e…

🏵MSM Glamor PR🏵

Benefitting TeamTreason

Eric Garland
@ericgarland

Since the media has the mask off entirely and is doing straight-
l PR f i i l I'd lik t t k h t t th
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up glamour PR for criminals, I'd like to take a shot at the genre.
637 7:09 PM - May 27, 2019

254 people are talking about this

Russians' Trust In Putin Sinks To New Low

Russians' Trust In Putin Sinks To New Low
Public trust in Russian President Vladimir Putin has fallen to its lowest level in 13
years, according to a Russian state pollster.

https://www.rferl.org/a/russians-trust-in-putin-sinks-to-new-low/29962673.html

There was shock when far-right U.S. provocateur Steve Bannon and leftist UK

firebrand George Galloway shared an intimate moment in Kazakhstan recently. But

the 'red-brown' alliance's roots run deep, and their mutual attraction shows no sign of

waning 

🐴👠

Fascism and the far left: A grim global love affair | Opinion
There was shock when far-right U.S. provocateur Steve Bannon and leftist UK
firebrand George Galloway shared an intimate moment in Kazakhstan recently. But
the 'red-brown' alliance's roots run deep, …

https://www.haaretz.com/world-news/.premium-fascism-and-the-far-left-a-grim-global-l…

Canada's Ontario province to sue opioid makers

Announcement comes as the US state of Oklahoma is poised to become the first to go

to trial against drugmakers.
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Canada's Ontario province to sue opioid makers
Announcement comes as the US state of Oklahoma is poised to become the first to
go to trial against drugmakers.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/05/canada-ontario-province-sue-opioid-makers-…

Britain’s two main parties were punished in the European elections, with results

coming in on Monday showing that voters had rejected their handling of Brexit and

turned to parties that were unequivocally pro-Brexit or pro-European Union. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/britains-main-parties-hammered-in-eu-…

San Diego sailor admits contacting Russians, pleads guilty to espionage charges

San Diego sailor admits contacting Russians, pleads guilty to espiona…
Navy Petty Officer 2nd Class Stephen Kellogg III admits he took classified
information that he planned to make public and then defect to Russia.

https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-navy-sailor-russia-espionage-guilty-plea-20…

Ex-Ohio State students don't believe GOP Rep. Jim Jordan is vindicated

Ohio State abuse victims said Tuesday they're not buying GOP Rep. Jim Jordan's

claims he did not know what Dr. Richard Strauss was doing.
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Ex-Ohio State students don't believe GOP Rep. Jim Jordan is vindicated

Former Ohio State University students who say they were molested by Dr. Richard
Strauss pushed back Tuesday against claims by Rep. Jim Jordan, a former
wrestling coach at the school.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/ex-ohio-state-students-don-t-believe-gop-rep…

North Korea: Bolton a "war monger" and "defective human product"

North Korea: Bolton a "war monger" and "defective human product"
Pyongyang comes down hard on U.S. national security adviser after he called
North's recent missile tests violations of U.N. Security Council resolutions

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/north-korea-john-bolton-war-monger-defective-human…

Chile: Police break up migrant human trafficking ring

According to reports, 381 Chinese citizens were smuggled into Chile illegally by the

group in 2016 and 2017.

Chile: Police break up migrant human trafficking ring
Chile: Police break up migrant human trafficking ring - According to reports, 381
Chinese citizens were smuggled into the country illegally by the group in 2016 and
2017.

https://www.dnaindia.com/world/report-chile-police-break-up-migrant-human-trafficking…
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Chris H
@Chris_CPH

Some are born a peacock, some have to work a little harder to 
achieve their peacockness. I love this 
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59.4K people are talking about this
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Hawaiian Artifacts Returned After 237 Years | Big Island Now

The artifacts were being held at the National Museum of New Zealand Te Papa

Tongarewa and will now be displayed at the Bishop Museum.

Hawaiian Artifacts Returned After 237 Years
The artifacts were being held at the National Museum of New Zealand Te Papa
Tongarewa and will now be displayed at the Bishop Museum.

http://bigislandnow.com/2016/03/14/hawaiian-artifacts-returned-after-237-years/
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Japanese Cat Returns to Claude Monet's House After 90 Years | JAPA…
A Japanese cat ornament beloved by the artist Claude Monet (1840-1926) has
returned to its home at Monet's house in Giverny, a village in France, for the first
time in approximately 90 years.

https://japan-forward.com/japanese-cat-returns-to-claude-monets-house-after-90-years/
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H/T @roxydavis99

Danny Deraney
@DannyDeraney

I am today days old knowing there is such a thing as sewing 
birds. 

1,025 11:15 PM - May 26, 2019 · Los Angeles, CA

593 people are talking about this
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/EV4qZ_lgStw
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H/T @roxydavis99

Roxy
@roxydavis99

Replying to @mikes_booh and 2 others

Even the birds like jazz and beignets in the morning  
@mikes_booh @karolcummins

20 4:32 PM - May 27, 2019

See Roxy's other Tweets
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Massimo
@Rainmaker1973

"Reflection Rising" is an awesome moving sculpture by 
experimental design artist Patrick Shearn and Poetic Kinetics: 
this is the installation in Scottsdale in November 2017 
bit.ly/2lleFqd | buff.ly/2wCjGkR

269 5:31 PM - May 27, 2019
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#PAM #PAMFAM #StillLife

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#StillLife

Still-life painting, are simply the rendering of inanimate objects 
for the sake of their qualities of form, color, texture, & 
composition. 

Maria van Oosterwijck - Tulip  Flower Still Life 

#PAM #PAMFAM 
#StillLife
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🌳Breathe🌳

We are in the deep stupid as Eric would say the NYT & WaPo churn out PR puff
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We are in the deep stupid as Eric would say—the NYT & WaPo churn out PR puff

pieces about TeamTreason mobsters & CNN & MSNBC are in a deadheat race to the

bottom to make sure we all know which childish nicknames Trump calls Biden, +

divide DEMs re Impeachment. Gah!

Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @NanabananaNancy

@lennoxskyler

0:00

@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY! 

#NutShellReport

#ThePatriotTimes

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you.

May 27, 2019

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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